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In this research, we take two different types of business areas as sample to investigate visitors’ demand 
with external environmental change. Through this research, we can re-arrange business areas’ service 
position, improve weakness, increase service quality, and adjust resource allotment. Therefore, first of 
all, we reduce difference between visitors’ pre-expectation and satisfaction perception as a premise. 
Then we define ranking for visitors’ demand and service quality in order to improve service quality and 
increase visitors’ satisfaction. Secondly, by means of field survey and quantitative analysis, we intend 
to clarify and compare all respondents’ attitude and buying behavior in these two business areas they 
perceived. In addition, we would analyze all quality factors on respondents’ satisfaction. Finally, we will 
suggest competitive strategies through SWOT analysis with all information collected and form a new 
innovative management paradigm for the business areas. This research adopts quantitative analysis 
and qualitative research for the business areas following empirical case study to propose a new 
business model as well to carry out. The findings of this research will be beneficial for all domestic 
business areas for making successful transformation. 
 
Key words: Economic miracle, business areas, competitive strategy, survey. 

 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Domestic retailers in Taiwan 
 
Over the past 20 years, Taiwan was one of developing 
countries and here people had never knocked on 
domestic retailers with vast consumption’s needs as 
severe as developed countries did. However, in recent 
years, with fast development of economy and upgrade of 
the national income, consumption consciousness 
resumes gradually. The traditional commercial type is 
unable to meet the consumer demand and gradually 
becomes weaker; in addition, Taiwan officially joins WTO 
(World Trade Organization) in 2002 and the domestic 
markets are suddenly open, thus, the large-scale retail 
business of America and Europe invades the market of 
Taiwan, which make more pressure on domestic 
traditional retail business and force domestic transition 
from past type of commercial operation to overcome  the  
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future challenge. 
Since the early of 1990s, the government of Taiwan 

(this text hereafter referred to as the government) 
proposes an important policy of “Business Areas 
Reconstruction” in order to promote the commerce to be 
prosperous and stimulate the domestic traditional 
industry to recover. This policy linked with the 
Department of Commerce in Ministry of Economic Affairs 
and the Ministry of Internal Affairs Department that 
execute " Improving Commercial Image" and " Creating 
the New Style and Features in Urban and Rural Areas" to 
expand and improve the business environment. The 
whole benefit of this policy combine that of the city 
reconstruct planning, the development of urban and rural 
areas, the commercial style of street, and the block 
vision…etc., which would change the traditional business 
area of Taiwan to new image. Up to 2001, total 64 places 
(Table 1) carry out, including nine places in rural type, 
twenty-three places in city type, ten places in cultural type, 
five places in sightseeing type and eighteen places in 
special rebuilding  type.  This  research  proposes  the 
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Table 1. Summary of business area. 
 

Place Rural business area Ping-Lin Cultural business area Dashi 

Map 

 

 

 

 
 

   

Vision 

  
   

Location 

The location is about 38 km of the southeast of 
Taipei Center; a branch line can reach Shi-Ding, 
Sheng-Kengthe, about 42 km from Yilan; it is 
regarded as an relay site of Bei-Yi Highway between 
Taipei and Yilan passage and becomes the rest 
stand passing everytime; it’s also the good area for 
Taipei residents to rest, camping, and roast meat on 
vacation. 

Dashi Street Block lies in the Taoyuan 
County and at the southeast edge of 
“Ancient Shi-Men alluvial plain”.  because of 
the interface point of mountain region and 
plain and the transportation channel of 
Da-Han Stream, it gathers and become one 
group; in the first year of Japan era (1911), 
Japanese modify the urban area nearby 
Da-Han Stream; they remove the building 
along original street line and hire craftsmen 
to build decorated archway with magnificent 
pattern, roughly forming current area looks. 

   

Characteristic 

goods 

Ping-Lin is praised as “tea township”because of the 
excellent matching of the soil, water, climate.The 
featured "Wen-San Bao-Zhong Tea” collects the 
strong points with beautiful fragrance and excellent 
flavor, famous praise “Beauty among tea” over 
Taiwan; there are subsidiary tea products, such as 
tea candy, tea soap, tea pudding, tea essence, and 
tea via rice jelly, etc. as unique taste in whole 
Taiwan. The annual tea productions are about 
800,000 kg. 

The business area of Dashi old town is 
characterized by its “Wooden furniture, table 
delicacies, building, culture, and visiting”. 
Dashi wooden furniture of early stage 
concentrates in the He-Ping Road and is 
handed down from age to age to adopt this 
old skill. 
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Table 1. Contd. 

 

Area description 

Along Bei-Yi Highway, Shui-Liu-Jiao is the 
necessary site to pass. Whole business is related to 
the sale of diet, meal, snack, and tea, promoting tea 
and tea snack when the passengers have dinner. 
Because of famous Wen-San Bao-Zhong Tea, the 
automobile drivers so often pass& eacute; andbuy 
the tea due to commission. In the region, the 
retailing tea amount accounts for more than 40% of 
the whole township, and the batches amount 
accounts for 30%; therefore, the district is the 
economics lifelines of Ping-Lin. 

Dashi wooden furniture is famous distantly and sets 
foundation from the early farm implements and home 
utensil since more than 200 years ago. Besides 
meticulous carving craftsmanship, its repute mainly 
comes from the neighboring first-class timber from 
Fu-Xing Town, such as red Chinese juniper and 
ash…etc. Especially matched with Dashi’s paint 
material, Dashi natural reputation of wooden furniture 
is widely spread. These makes Dashi become the 
high-quality recreation business area with highly 
commercial value, new or old cultural exchanges, 
and industrialized operation management. 

 

Data source: The combination and analysis of terrain exercises, observation, business interview, local government materials, and secondary 
statistical data, etc collected materials, regarded as the evaluation basis of business area. 

 
 
 
studying of performance in the different type of business 
areas, on customer buying behavior, service quality, 
customer satisfaction and competitive strategies, the 
research details are depicted as accordingly.  
 
 
RESEARCH PURPOSE 
 
As the above-mentioned research background and 
motive, the traditional retail business how to make the 
transition successfully in the highly competitive scenario, 
this research focus on: (1) Analyze the consumers’ 
behavior and preference, (2) Sum up the investigation to 
form the strategy, (3) make an effective strategy model. 
Therefore, the main purpose of this research is:  
 
1. Probe into visitors’ satisfaction on the service quality 
of business area through the questionnaire investigation; 
2. Utilize the questionnaire to analyze and sum up the 
dimensions, which influence different business area; 
3. Compare the difference of all the information collected 
for different business area and draft the competition 
strategy; 
4. Sum up above-mentioned findings and make an 
effective strategy model for business. 
 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
The definition of business area 
 
“Business Area” is defined differently in the relative 
research. This paper means a place where various kinds 
of retailers and service businesses get together forming a 
kind of shopping district. American Marketing Association 
(AMA) defines it as one region which is determined by its 
border and a marketing unit can sell and ship the goods 
and offer labor service under the prerequisite of 
economic benefits. 

The Department of Commerce in Ministry of Economic 

Affairs (2000) suggests the business area is formed by 
many shops, most in retail and services. “Business Areas 
Reconstruction” means to take off the management of 
single shop, introduce cluster marketing and regional 
image business concept, and merge “community’s 
consciousness". Through spontaneous improvement by 
the shops’ managers in consumption environment and 
service quality to create whole competitiveness of 
business area and joyful business scenario. 

The plan of Business Areas Reconstruction (1995) set 
by the Department of Commerce in Ministry of Economic 
Affairs points out that " Business Area " means the 
modernized business area with feature and image which 
combines the naturally formed traditional business area 
with local humanity, product, and view, etc., introduce 
modern management concept, improve commercial basic 
construction, condense the cooperative consciousness of 
business area, and strengthen the competitiveness of 
business area. 
 
 
The classification of the business area 
 
Business areas reconstruction plans have been carried 
out nearly ten years so far. It brings up a lot of famous 
business areas, which offers the exchange of national 
economy, culture, society and concurrently provides the 
function of recreation, amusement, and shopping. This 
research chooses the rural type (Ping-Lin) and the 
cultural type (Dashi) separately to be the theme 
compared as two different styles.  
 
 
PRESENT SITUATION ANALYSIS 
 
The summary of business area 
 
This research regards the business area with two different 
styles as the theme of studying, the rural type (Ping-Lin) 
and the cultural type (Dashi) separately. The comparison 
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Table 2. SWOT analysis of rural business area. 
 

Environment SWOT Explanation 

Internal environment 

(Ping-Lin) 

Strengths 

1. Abundant nature landscape 

2. Famous spot of tea museums  

3. Good local featured product (tea) 

4. Tea meal with special flavor  

5. Relay site of Bei-Yi Highway  

6. Convenient parking 

  

Weaknesses  

1. Conservative concept in business operation  

2. Disorderly business category and style  

3. Old shop decoration  

4. Inconsistent signboard in a mess of the view 

5. No creative food and beverage content  

6. High price difference in commodity 

   

Internal environment 

(Dashi) 

Strengths 

1. Abundant cultural landscape 

2. The famous beauty spot of two Jiang’s tombs  

3. Unique high-quality wooden furniture 

4. Street with special cultural characteristics 

5. Not far from the drive of Taipei 

6. Standardized signboard 

  

Weaknesses 

1. No creativity in business category and style 

2. Low repurchasing rate of the wooden furniture 

3. Difference of new and old decoration in the area 

4. No feature in the food and beverage menu 

5. Low creative value of other goods 

6. Low creativity in promotion campaign  

   

External environment 

Opportunities 

1. Recreation atmosphere nationals pursue gradually 

2. Visitors’ curiousness to the nature   

3. Implementation of two day off in one week 

4. Development of business area by the government 

5. High potentiality of unique regional products  

6. Tour from the alliance of near traveling area 

  

Threats 

1. The transit of great public construction  

2. Increasing consumers’ consumption consciousness  

3. Difficult to integrate resident's opinion  

4. The rise of nearby new business area  

5. Group Visitor used to rush the schedule   

6. The transit of unique production to Mainland China 

 
 
 
of these two basic styles is shown in Table 2. 
 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 

Research structure 
 

This research bases on Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry’s theory 
(1985) which is a conceptual model of  service  quality  and  Its  

implications for future research to evaluate customers’ perception of 
service quality as customer's satisfactory measurement factor; 
customers’ perception of service quality would influence their 
satisfaction (Figure 1). 

 
 
Research design 

 
This research designs the questionnaire based on  relative  factors
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Figure 1：Research Model 
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Figure 1. Research model. Source: Parasuraman, Valarie A. Zeithamal and Leonard L. Berry (1985), A 
conceptual model of service quality and its implications for future research “Journal of Marketing, vol.49, 
pp.41. 

 
 
 
influencing customers’ satisfaction and dissatisfaction, which comes 
from the analysis of relevant documents, the reference of the 
questionnaire that other scholars previously used to similar 
research, and the Customer Focus Group Discussion. From the 
above-mentioned process, we would know “Shop", "Vision ", 
"Environment ", "Activity", etc. dimensions would influence 
customers’ satisfaction. The first questionnaire draft is revised and 
confirmed after pre-test and the respondent is mainly set on the 
visitors of two representative model of business area, Ping-Lin and 
Dashi. The sampling investigation begins from 18 August, 2009 to 
September 18, 2009. Separately in the fixed sites and period of 
these two business areas. Totally, it sends out 275 questionnaires 
separately; excluding 25 non-retrieve or invalid samples, we 
separately get 250 effective samples, up to the effective return rate 
91.1%.  
 
 
Questionnaire content  

 
The questionnaire used in this research is mainly divided into four 
major parts to design the evaluation variances: (1). Consumer 
behavior; (2). Question items of Important degree / satisfaction 
quality; (3). Goods preference; (4). Basic questions for four 
statistics variances. The following statement further shows the 
details of questionnaire aspects and question variances.  

 
 
Consumer behavior 
 
The consumer behavior is evaluated by ten variances: a. living 
place; b. companion; c. region characteristic; d. average monthly 
travel frequency; e. travel period; f. travel purpose; g. means of 
transportation; h. information source; i. consumption amount of 

money; j. goods preference. 
 
 
Perceived quality 

 
This investigation was done by the analysis of relevant documents 
and the use of Parasuraman et al. (1985) theory, “A Conceptual 
Model of Service Quality and its Implications for Future Research”, 
to probe into the customers’ perceived gap between expectation 

and post performance, in order to evaluate the service quality and 
also find out the relevant dimensions influencing customers’ 
satisfaction. 

The structure of concept is shown as Figure 1. The features of 
service quality as the evaluation variances of perceived quality in 
the questionnaire design (Table 3). 
 
 

Satisfaction 
 
Customer satisfaction is weighed according to each aspect and 

whole satisfaction. 
 

 

Goods preference 
 
Goods preference is weighed separately by 15 variances. 
 

 

Personal data 
 
Including gender, age, education, occupation. 
 
 

Research hypothesis 

 
Based on the references model, Parasuraman et al. (1985) theory, 
“A Conceptual Model of Service Quality and Its Implications for 

Future Research”, the four hypotheses are proposed in the 
research. 

 
1. Hypothesis 1: There is significance between “Quality 
expectation” and “Quality perceived " 
2. Hypothesis 2: There is significance between “Quality 
performance” and “Quality perceived " 
3. Hypothesis 3: There is significance between “Quality perceived " 
and “Customer satisfaction” 

4. Hypothesis 4: There is significance between “Different 
characteristic” and “Customer satisfaction”. 
 

 

FIELD SURVEY ANALYSIS 
 

Reliability test 
 

In this research, Cronbach’s Alpha of all variables and 
dimensions are larger than 0.7 and reach reliability 
requirement to meet appropriate internal consistency. 
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Table 3. Questionnaire content. 
 

Shop 

(1). Shop staff’s service attitude  

(2). Goods characteristics sold  

(3). Goods quality sold  

(4). Rationality of goods price  

(5). Characteristic decoration in a shop. 

  

Vision  

(6).  Well-conserved cultural and educational facilities /  

Well-conserved historical spots 

(7)  .Guide tour in tea museum/Guide tour in historical spots 

(8).  Rich collections in the museum /Rich information historical spots 

  

Environment 

(9).  Convenience  to park 

(10)  Convenient transportation nearby 

(11)  Unified signboard 

(12)  Environmental cleanness 

  

Activity 

(13)  Joint activities 

(14)  Folk festivals in Ping-Lin / Religious activities in Da-shi 

(15)  Public activities combination 

 
 
 
Sample analysis 
 
Visitors are classified according to visitors’ characteristics 
to the two Business Areas. The sample distribution is as 
shown in Tables 4 and 5. 
 
 
STP (SEGMENTATION/TARGET/POSITION) ANALYSIS 
 
Segmentation 
 
According to the survey in this research, we analyze 
visitors by their gender, age, education, occupation, living 
places and companions, and find rural business area is 
attractive to male, and cultural business area is attractive 
to female. Visitors to rural business area are mostly from 
nineteen to thirty, and account for 39.8%. Visitors to 
cultural business area are at the same ages account for 
almost 60(56.0%). As to the visitors’ education, colleges 
are at most and high school and Junior college school 
are secondary separately. Visitors to rural business area 
are mostly in business and service industry, and visitors 
to cultural business area are mostly students and 
businessmen. Visitors to both business areas are from 
other counties and account for almost 60% (Table 6). 
 
 
Target 
 
Rural business area mainly targets “food group 
“customers who are young and enjoy delicious meals, 
and targets “leisure group “customers who like to visit tea 

museum in a group in the next place. And other target 
customers are knowledge males who purchase high 
quality tea regularly. cultural business area mainly targets 
“past time cherishing group “customers who are 
businessmen and visit historical sites with family 
members, and targets “reason group “customers who are 
students and seek knowledge by train on their own in the 
next place. And other target customers are knowledge 
people who purchase high quality furniture (Tables 7 and 
8). 
 
 
Position 
 
From the above paragraphs, Pin-lin business area is 
attractive to those visitors who enjoy food, drink, playing 
and natural scenery. Pin-lin possesses abundant natural 
resources and specialty and provides customers the 
functions of shopping and eating. Thus, Pin-lin could be 
positioned as a “Delicious food, shopping and natural 
spots” regional trade area. In the future, Pin-lin could 
provide visitors natural scenery and delicious meals. On 
the contrary, Dashit business area is always the wood 
center for a long time and conserves good cultural assets, 
therefore it is attractive to students who seek knowledge 
and cherish past time. Due to the characteristics of 
creativity and past time cherishing, Dashi could be 
positioned as a “Leisure tour, past time cherishing” 
busisness area. These two business area are 
complementary (Figure 2 and Table 9). 

In addition, we refer to the SWOT analysis for 
Pin-Lin/Dashi  business  area  and  based  on  visitor 
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Table 4. Sample structure. 
 

Characteristic Item 
Rural business area-Ping-Lin  Cultural business area-Dashi 

Number Percentage  Number Percentage 

Gender 
Male 155 62.0  108 43.2 

Female 95 38.0  142 56.8 

       

Age 

13-20 years old 9 3.6  12 4.8 

21-25 years old 47 18.8  74 29.6 

26-30 years old 52 20.8  66 26.4 

31-35 years old 42 16.8  32 12.8 

36-40 years old 28 11.2  18 7.2 

41-45 years old 16 6.4  15 6.0 

46-50 years old 35 14.0  24 9.6 

50 years old (above) 21 8.4  9 3.6 

       

Education 

Middle High school (below) 17 6.8  27 10.8 

High school/vocational school 70 28.0  60 24.0 

Junior college 61 24.4  61 24.4 

University 89 35.6  85 34.0 

Master (above) 13 5.2  17 6.8 

       

Occupation 

Student 42 16.8  70 28.0 

Housewife 18 7.2  27 10.8 

Officer 18 7.2  5 2.0 

Labor 30 12.0  19 7.6 

Businessman 66 26.4  65 26.0 

Farmer 13 5.2  3 1.2 

service industry 54 21.6  41 16.4 

Others 9 3.6  20 8.0 

 
 
 
Table 5. Findings of consumer need survey for rural business area (Pin-Lin) and cultural Business area (Dashi). 

 

Findings of rural business area (Ping-Lin) Item Findings of cultural business area (Dashi) 

Male and female visitors account for 62.0 and 38.0% 
separately. Male is more than female. 

Gender 
Male and female visitors account for 43.2 and 
56.8% separately. Female is more than male. 

   

Visitors aged from 26-30 is the most and account for 20.8%. 
Visitors aged from 21-25 is secondary and account for 
26.4%；Young visitors account for about 18.8%. 

Age 

Visitors aged from21-25 is the most and 
account for 29.6%. Visitors aged from 26-30 
is secondary and account for 26.4%；Young 

visitors account for about 56.0%. 

   

University students are the most and account for 35.6%. 
High/vocational school students are secondary and account 
for 28.0%; Visitors are highly educated. 

Education 

University students are the most and account 
for 34.0%. Junior College school students are 
secondary and account for 24.4%; Visitors 
are highly educated. 

   

Businessmen are the most and account for 26.4%. Service 
industries are secondary and account for 21.6%; Visitors are 
mainly students. 

Occupation 
Students are the most and account for 28.0%. 
Businessmen are secondary and account for 
26.0%; Visitors are mainly students. 
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Table 5. Contd. 

 

Visitors from other counties account for 60.8%. Local 
visitors account for 39.2%；Visitors are mostly from 

other places. 

Living places 

Visitors from other counties account for 
59.6%. Local visitors account for 40.4%；

Visitors are mostly from other places. 

   

Family tours account for 39.6%. Group tours account 
for 28.4%；Family tours are the most. 

Companion 

Family tours account for 41.2%. Personal 
tours account for 21.6%；Family tours are the 

most. 

   

The regional characteristics of visitor’s perception are 
tea (55.6%) and Sighting spots (22.0%). Visitors are 
greatly impressed by tea. 

Regional 

Characteristic 

The regional characteristics of visitor’s 
perception are sighting spots (32.0%) and 
Shimen Reservoir (26.0%). Visitors are 
greatly impressed by sighting spots. 

   

3-4 times are the most (36.4%). 5-6 times are 
secondary (23.2%). 

Average tour frequency  
1-2 times are the most (49.6%). 3-4 times are 
secondary (31.2%) 1-2 times account for 
about 50%. 

   

10:00~13:00 on holiday (22.4%), 10:00~13:00 on 
reqular (20.0%). Tour time period is on holiday and 
regular morning. 

Visit time period 
14:00~18:00 on holiday (34.0%), 10:00~13:00 
on holiday (19.6%). Tour time period is mainly 
on holiday afternoon. 

   

To visit tea museum (29.6%), to restaurant (25.6%). 
Main tour purpose is to visit tea museum. 

Main tour purposes  

To visit historical spots (28.8%), to purchase 
specialty (14.0%), to participate in activity 
(14.0%). Main tour purpose is to visit 
historical spots. 

   

By vehicles is the most (62.8%) By sightseeing bus is 
secondary (20.0%) 

Main traffic tools  
By vehicles is the most (62.0%) By train is 
secondary (10.0%) 

   

From booklet recommendation (23.6%), from friend 
recommendation (18.8%). It is important to gain 
booklet. 

Information resources 
From friends’ recommendation (31.6%), from 
newspaper and magazines (17.6%). It is 
important to gain public praise. 

   

NT$ 500-1000 (33.2%), NT$ 500 (24.0%). 
Consumption amount is not large. 

Consumption amount 
NT$ 500-1000 (40.0%), NT$ 500 (24.8%). 
Consumption amount is not large. 

   

Eating is the most (33.2%). Sighting is secondary 
(34.8%) 

Consumption items 
Specialty is the most (42.4%). Sighting is 
secondary (34.8%) 

   

The top 5 goods characteristics that visitors prefer are: 
taste, tea quality, friend recommendation, shop staff 
communication, and categories. 

Goods preference 
The top 5 goods characteristics that visitors 
prefer are: durability, after-sale service 
comfort ability, recommendation, and price. 

 
 
 

Table 6. Segmentation for rural business area (Pin-Lin) and cultural business area (Dashi). 

 

Findings rural business area pin-Lin Item Findings of cultural business area (Dashi) 

Male Gender Female 

Young visitors from nineteen to thirty account for 39.8%. Age Young visitors from nineteen to thirty account for 39.8% 

College at most, high school secondly Education College at most, professional school secondly 

Business at most, service industry secondly Occupation Students at most, businessmen secondly 

Visitors from other counties account for 60.8%. Living place Visitors from other counties account for 59.6%. 

Family tour at most, group tour secondly  Companion Family tour at most, personal tour secondly 
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Table 7. Target for rural business area (Pin-Lin). 
 

Customer Target Consumption type Target points 

Main target 
customers 

Food group 
Young business visitors who travel by bicycle many times 
per month, and enjoy meals with family 

Warmness、food、health、family 

love 

    

Secondary target 
customers 

Leisure 
group 

Group tour who visit series of scenery spots , especially tea 
museum, by sightseeing bus 

Joy、novelty、activity、leisure 

    

Other target 
customers 

Shopping 
group 

Knowledge male visitors who purchase local specialty (tea) 
and emphasize on tea taste and quality 

Convenience 、 goods 、

relationship、service 

 
 
 
Table 8. Target for cultural business area (Dashi). 

 

Customer Target Consumption type Target points 

Main target customers Food group 

Young business visitors who travel by 
their own car, travel with family on holiday 
afternoon, and enjoy visiting historical 
spots  

Warmness, cherishing the past, leisure, 
family love 

    

Secondary target 
customers 

Leisure 

group 

Young student group who are female, 
travel alone by train, and enjoy 
participating in activities 

Explanation, creativity, activity, tourism 

    

Other target 
customers 

Shopping group 
Knowledge visitors who purchase good 
local specialty (furniture) and emphasize 
on durability and after-sale service  

Convenience, goods, price, service 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2：Positioning figure for different business areas 
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Figure 2. Positioning figure for different business areas. 
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Table 9. Visitor service quality perceptions toward business areas (Valid sample: 250). 
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historical spots 

4.62 11 3.86 11 

3.94 --- --- --- B1 The importance of『Scenery spots』area as a whole 4.85 --- --- --- 

--- --- 3.54 --- B11 The satisfaction degree with『Vision』 as a whole --- --- 3.99 --- 

                

0.
84

7 

4.46 2 3.72 3 

3.59 2 

E
nv

iro
nm

en
t 

9. Convenience to park in a business area 

0.
83

0 

4.92 1 3.94 6 

4.05 1 

4.32 4 3.38 12 10.Convenient transportation nearby 4.87 3 3.96 4 

3.93 11 3.44 11 11. Unified signboards 4.64 10 4.19 1 

4.47 1 3.82 2 12. Environmental cleanness of the business area 4.91 2 4.09 2 

4.36 --- --- --- C1 The importance of『Environment』area as a whole 4.97 --- --- --- 

--- --- 3.63 --- C11 The satisfaction degree with『Environment』as Whole --- --- 4.00 --- 

                

0.
87

4 

3.84 13 3.33 14 

3.33 4 

A
ct

iv
ity

 

13.Joint activities between business areas 

0.
83

9 

4.50 14 3.71 13 

3.72 4 

3.73 15 3.32 15 14.Pinlin folk festivals /Religious activities in Dashi 4.41 15 3.68 14 

3.82 14 3.34 13 15.Public activities combination 4.52 13 3.77 12 

3.81 --- --- --- D1The importance of『Activity』area as a whole 4.52 --- --- --- 

--- --- 3.38 --- D11The satisfaction degree with 『Activity』 as a whole --- --- 3.88 --- 

--- --- 3.50 --- E1 The satisfaction degree with the overall business area --- --- 4.09 --- 
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Table 10. Marketing strategies for regional trade areas. 
 

Strategic Items Explanation 

Business Area Rural business area (Pin-Lin) 

Strategic points Delicate goods, Scene guide tour, Environmental improvement 

  

Target ranking position 

1. Food group‚ 

2. Leisure group, 

3. Shopping group 

  

Strategic 

positioning 

Health, food convenience, goods, relationship, service 

Goods quality sold in the business area 

  

Top 5 service quality perception 

(Bracket shows number) 

1. Goods quality sold in the business area (3) 

2. Environmental cleanness in the business area (12) 

3. Convenience to park in the business area (9)  

4. Goods characteristics sold in the business area (2) 

5. Shop staff’s service attitude 

  

Market demand and SWOT analysis 

1. Abundant cultural scenery 

2. Famous museum 

3. High quality local specialty(tea) 

4. Special tea meals 

5. A relay station for Bei-I highway 

6. Convenience to park in the business area  

  

Competitive strategies 

 

1. Continuously develop healthy tea meals for family  

2. Draw in business from Taipei district in order to inject new business concept  

3. Attract young visitors via internet marketing 

  

Business area Cultural business area (Dashi) 

Strategic points Scene guide tour , goods, creativity, environmental beauty 

  

Target ranking position 

1. Past time cherishing group 

2. Reason group 

3. Shopping group 

  

Strategic 

positioning 

Past time cherishing、leisure guiding、creative goods、 

price, Unified signboards 

  

Top 5 service quality perception 

(Bracket shows number) 

1. Unified signboards (11) 

2. Environmental cleanness in the business area (12) 

3. Characteristic decoration in a shop (5) 

4. Convenient traffic nearby the business area (10). 

5. Shop staff’s service attitude (1) 

  

Market demand and SWOT analysis 

1. Abundant cultural scenery 

2. Famous scenery spot of pre-President burial place in Dashi 

3. High quality wooden furniture 

4. Streets with aroma of culture 
5. Not far way from Taipei Station 
6. Unified signboards  
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Table 10. Marketing strategies for regional trade areas. 

 

Competitive strategies  

public praise. 

 

1. Increase the quality and quantity of guide tourists 

2. Conserve the historical spots and make elaborate 

Publishing, to gain public praise. 

3. Design delicate wooden accessories to strengthen the characteristic and 
impression of the business area. 

 
 
 

Table 11. Visitors’ satisfaction ranking for service quality dimensions.  

 

Rural business area (Pin-Lin) Service quality dimensions Cultural business area (Dashi) 

1. Shop 2 

3. Vision 3 

2. Environment 1 

4. Activity 4 

 
 
 

Table 12. Visitor satisfaction ranking for Pin-Lin/Dashi service quality dimensions. 

 

Rural business area (Pin-Lin) Service quality dimensions 
Cultural business  

area (Dashi) 

1 Goods quality sold in the business area (3)  7 

2 Environmental cleanness of the business area (12)  2 

3 Convenience to park in the business area (9)  6 

4 Goods characteristics sold in the business area (2)  9 

5 Shop staff’s service attitude (1)  5 

6 Rationality of goods price (4) 10 

7 Characteristic decoration in a shop (5) 3 

8 
Rich collections in the museum /Rich information of the historical 
spots (8)  

11 

9 Guide tour in tea museum /Guide tour for historical spots (7) 15 

10 
Well-conserved cultural and educational facilities /Well-conserved 
historical spots (6)  

8 

 
 
 
consumption needs and service quality perception, this 
research draws up competitive strategies for different 
business areas, including strategic points, marketing 
target, strategic position, service quality perception, 
market  demand and SWOT analysis, operation and 
marketing strategies. The details are showed in Table 10. 
 
 
CONCLUSION  
 
This research takes two different business areas as 
survey samples to investigate visitors’ satisfaction with 
business area service quality, analyzes service quality 
dimensions that influence visitors’ satisfaction, and 
compare the differences between these two business 
areas for better improvements. The conclusions are as 
describe in Tables 11 to 13. 

SUGGESTION 
 
As to the research framework of the overall visitors’ 
satisfaction. We provide the following suggestions: 
 
1. The development of rural and cultural business area 
needs the dissolution of governmental land law. 
Otherwise, it is too late to assist the economic 
development of business area due to the long-period of 
time land development. 
2. Find out STP (Segmentation/Target/Position) 
strategies of Pin-Lin and Dashi Business area, and then 
design proper products and service in order to raise 
service quality and attract target customers. However, we 
need to set organizational institutionalization of business 
area into action so that we can keep the quality of 
business area and customers’ loyalty. 
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Table13. Summary of Hypothesis test results. 
 

Research hypothesis Consequence 

Hypothesis 1 
Hypothesis 1: There is significance between 
“Quality expectation” and “Quality perceived ". 

Not reject 

   

Hypothesis 2 
There is significance between 
“Quality performance” and “Quality perceived ". 

Not reject 

   

Hypothesis 3 
There is significance between 
“Quality perceived " and “Customer satisfaction”. 

Not reject 

   

Hypothesis 4 
There is significance between ”different characteristic”  

and “Customer satisfaction” 
Not reject 

 
 
 
3. Visitors in different segments respond different 
questions toward service quality perception. Thus we 
need various strategies and quick response to make 
customers to visit again. 
4. If we can efficiently combine the resources of central 
authorities and regional government, we can focus on the 
improvement of shop, scenery, environment and activity 
in the trade area and set research and development 
plans into action continuously. 
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